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Catalog/Course Description (Includes Course Title and Course #)
DANC 326. Dance Composition (3). Spring. The first of a two course series pertaining to the creation of dance works. Emphasis is placed upon the study of compositional tools used in solo, duet, and small group works, and the analysis of the communicated expression via those devices. Prerequisites: DANC 207,
DANC 215, or DANC 220.

Texts/Outside Readings/Ancillary Materials


Course Objectives and/or Plan of Work

Upon successful completion of this course students will:

A. Know and demonstrate effective manipulation of the elements of movement (space, shape, time and dynamics) in dance compositions.
B. Improvise with an intermediate level of proficiency in the embodiment of movement concepts.
C. Discriminate in choices of staging, levels, planes, directions, spatial patterns, and unison.
D. Demonstrate a developing proficiency in the critical analysis of dance works of peers and professional choreographers, based upon compositional elements introduced in class.
E. Articulate meaningful assessments of unity, proportion, clarity and harmony in compositional studies.

This course addresses the following Dance Program learning outcomes: (2) Understanding the choreographic principles, processes, and structures; (3) understanding dance as a way to create and communicate meaning; and (6) demonstrating and understanding dance in various cultures and historical periods.

Description of Assessment and/or Evaluation of Student Learning

A. Graded movement study assignments
B. Evaluation of depth of commitment in class movement tasks
C. Examinations and quizzes
D. Composition project
E. Essays on composition analysis
F. Evaluation of journal
Student learning outcome B of this course will be assessed through instructor monitoring of the development of the physical expression of movement concepts in a series of solo, duet, and group improvisational exercises.

Outcomes A and C will be assessed through a format of feedback (from instructor and peers) and revision in the development of movement studies and assigned composition projects. Ongoing self-evaluation is also a part of this process and will be articulated through journal writing and essays. This assessment also addresses Dance program learning outcomes 2 and 3.

Outcomes D and E will be assessed through class discussion and student/teacher consultation regarding the essays/papers addressing compositional analysis. Students will receive feedback on their written analyses allowing opportunities for, and monitoring of, improvement in subsequent assignments. This assessment also addresses Dance program outcome 6.

Master Syllabi and Working Syllabi (if both are used)

Course Content:
A. Improvisation
   1. Movement development
   2. Textures and efforts
   3. Structured improvisation
   4. Creating improvisation parameters
B. Elements of movement
   1. Space
   2. Shape
   3. Time
   4. Energy/dynamics
C. Spatial relationships
   1. Foreground/background
   2. Focal point
   3. Symmetry and asymmetry
   4. Depth and dimension
   5. Levels
   6. Planes
   7. Facings
D. Mass movement-duets and trios
   1. Movement phrases
   2. Unison
   3. Opposition
   4. Succession
   5. Gestural
E. Themes
   1. Technical
   2. Literary
   3. Narrative
   4. Pedestrian
   5. Rhythmic
   6. “Slice of life”
   7. Transformation
F. Choreographic intent
   1. Transitions
   2. Ordering and sequencing
   3. Exits and entrances
4. Beginnings and endings
5. The “felt” moment
6. Selecting, revising, editing
7. The audience’s eye

G. Sources of inspiration
   1. Visual art
   2. Social issues
   3. Music, sound, rhythm
   4. Technology
   5. Daily activities
   6. Personal stories

H. Partnering/Duets
   1. Spatial relationships
   2. Time relationships
   3. Complementary dynamics
   4. Weight sharing
   5. Shape and symmetry/asymmetry

I. Critical evaluation of dance choreography-beginning/intermediate level
   1. Harmony
   2. Unity
   3. Proportion/balance
   4. Classic works and themes
   5. Post modern approaches
   6. Contemporary dance works
   7. Fusion forms
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